


can't when death became so corporatized and impersonal in Amerika,
but I can tell is something we are all losing touch with. Has anyone you know
ever buried someone themselves? Few of us can answer yes to this question. 10the
in Arnerikaand currently in other cultures and burial rites were an artform
had either simplistic beauty or elaborate If we don't start burial
rituals or just the basics on how to then we will 10s~ th~s
altogether. I this zine can be a to others who want to mamtam
control dead. else do anymore, not let
the and let's not keep us from learning how to

-why not natural death too?
Why is i.t that people seem to focus almost exclusively on natural childbirth and natural
living without even natural death? I have yet take partin a on
DIY funeral, but death is one we all will experience. We need to 'reclaim' know

••••• t?isis an overused word now but it seems to fit) our deaths in order to fully reclaim our
h~es. I'mnot expert at of this, but it seems to me, that we could use some folks
skilled at burial, making, cremation, etc. to share their skills with the rest
of ~s so we can start taking careof our own dead. Like mid-wives these people can share
then" andexpertise in burials and help us along ,1road that we haven't been
down quite some time. Let's the cycleof naturalbirth and natural
with natural

and

nsvcnotneramsts as directors.
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Email me and I'll try to get you an address that you could send $2
for postage and copy expenses and I'll send em out to ya. You should totally
just copy this zine yourself though and give it to your friends/family]



do vary, most states allow families or designated friends
the for transport to the cemetery. In in most states, the

does not have to be involved with the burial/service at alL
......'"'\1L"1"arl1'"'\('Y that lTIOSt funeral homes charge a "minimum non-declinable

service fee" that can run over some individuals might want to consider
other Lisa Carlson's for the Dead: Your Final Act of Love-is
an excellent source for this information,

What could be more universal than death? Yet what an incredible of
responses it evokes. are burned or with or without animal or
hU111an they are preserved smoking, embalming, or pickling;
are eaten ra W, or rotten; are exposed as carrion or
simply or are dismembered and treated in a of these
ways. Funerals are the occasion for avoiding people or holding parties, for
..... n·ht" ••·... T or sexual for weeping or laughing, in a thousand
different combinations, The diversity of cultural reaction is a measure of the
universal of death. But it is not a random reaction; always
meamnarut and No one has a understanding of the mystery
of death. We can but recount the collective wisdoms cultures, the
wisdoms that have been sun, wailed, and danced at funerals through the
ages. -from Celebrations of Death, Richard Huntington

Actually, the greatest risk of cemeteries to water quality (other than runoff of dirt
during the to flatten the area for mechanical mowing, and, the fertilizers, and
other chemicals used to keep the grounds is the fluids themselves.
While leakage from cemeteries might be rare, the risk of significant bacterial
contamination of groundwater from low-density burial of non-embalmed 'bodies
buried well above the water table would be even rarer. Burials should occur over a
period of many years, and the bacteria (e-coli, etc.) would not be persistent over the
decades that the low density burials would occur further decreasing thechances of
cumulative groundwater problems.

Which is better forthe environment, being buried or cremated?

Plate 6. Finely carved Berawan mausoleum. with live supporting
posts. It stands over thirty feet tall, Originally I it was painted

with bold curlicue designs. which have now weathered.
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THE WHEEL OF DEATH

-Chuang*tzu

Birth is not a beginning;
death is not an end.

.Even as nlgnt aarkens tne green earrn rrm:ta: UII~ or me pnncrpai symbols of Buddhism. When

the wheelturns.ideath follows birth. ,eight-spoked it is the Wheel of the Dharma "turned" by the
t3 II Buddha-that is, the eternal Law as taught by him. It is also

Strive as you sleep with every breath emblematic.of the Eightfold Noble Path leading to enlighten-
. . " . .' " . ment. The six-spoked wheel is the "Wheel of Life and Death,"

that you may wake past day, past death. :,orr~sponding to the six realms of unenlightened existence

The funeral service concluded, it will be your further duty to
recite daily for the next seven days the Heart of Perfect Wisdom
and the Prayer. Three times in succession the siitra should be
chanted clearly toward the picture of the deceased in a continu
ing effort to bring him to enlightenment. Food, flowers and
candles should be offered anew during this interval for the same
reasons stated previously. Incense also should be offered to the
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas at every service. These rites are to
be repeated once a week on the day of death for the following
six weeks, or forty-nine days in all. Performed in harmony with
the seven-day birth-and-death cycle in the intermediate state.!"
they have as their purpose the awakening of the Mind of the
deceased before he enters his next realm of existence. Because
the tirne of rebirth is variable, the rites are extended into yearly
cycles.

Plare j. Tall bide rowers srand beside the cremation ground in
an dire Balinese funeral. Later rhey will be torn :lpart by the
crowd. The ashes of t~,~ funeral pyre are strewn upon the sea

Plate2. Corpse of II Benw~n woman displayed on a special seat.
The woman sel1te~' to the fIght of the picture is the daughter of
the deceased. She IS dressed in white mourning- attire. The dead
:vornan is decked infine clothes and surrounded by valuables.
Her han?s rest i~ a howl containing candy and money, and she
holds a c~garette 1? her !ingers. In front of her (partly obscured
by the rich hangmgs) JS hung a small bowl into which cooked
food is placed from time to time. The deceased's husband is

housed in a small cubicle of mats OUt of the picture to the left.

127.1211 Prehistoric
burial ritual in' Florida
(A/Tm.'r)RcclInstructilln of a
burial platform with carved
totems ofcagles. turkeys,
owls and other creatures
from a swamp ill Fort
Center. (Rig"') A 7.000

vcar-old burial pool at
\Vindoycr has so far
vielded over Iho bodies.

~ rnanv orthem wrapped and
I sta\;~ tothe poo~ bed. as
. shown here,

~.t "

In a society'
marked by urbanization, declining levels of religious practice.. the
development of capitalist 'modes of production and consumption,
increasing class stratification, and intense political and intellectual
debate about all these issues, decisions about death inevitably bore
public as well as private meanings. Montaigne knew in the sixteenth
century that a man's character would bereadonce and for all in the '
way he died. In the nineteenth century death still provided a final
occasionfor the expression ofpersonal character, but this was now a
.more complex composite of ):~~H ·ous andpolitical loyalties/family
a~d.so~ialp()~iti()n.



The Natural Death Centre received a letter suggesting 'Cbffip()sting· .. _
funerals,' .where the body couldbe taken tothe Composto.rium and placed
ina specially constructed autoclave or pressure cooker. The corpsewould
have already been disembowelled and that material placed into a methane
digester; this would have averted the potential danger of pathogens. The
gas so generated would.contribute to the slow and steady heat required to
render the rern.ains to a condition ready to be ground up to a kind of slurry
to be 'intimately mixed' with straw and other vegetable wastes.
The whole process could be completed in about 12 weeks or so; a decent
time for mourning. The finished 'compost couldthen be incorporated into a
memorial garden.

. ;5:;t~dY Snatching· . . .. < ..• cs ..

(~ I don't mean body snatching like from graves, but snatching of our friends/loved ones
:~~:,l from the morgue orother place of internment (before buried I'd hope) so that we can give
';./' them 'the funeral rites that they. wanted. One of the main reasons I choose to write this

'zine is because I love my friends/family and don't want to see people who in life are
luddites, organic farmers, naturopaths, saboteurs, squatters, scavengers (roadkill and off

.. corporate arnerika), green anarchists, ceo-warriors, or just plain good people disrespected
by being buried in a cemetery like their lives/lifestyles meant nothing. I have a pact with ~

onefriend that we will both see that we are disposed of in the way that we've expressed
to each other, and I encourage other people to talk to their friends and do the same thing.
Youshould have your affairs in order and plainly state what you want done:with your
remains so that there is no question about itafter you die. I'm even thinking about filling
out a wi11 that is specifically about dealing with my remains and 1'1l ask my family to
sign it so I can feel at peace (I don't own anything so there's no need to worry about the
material shit). There's also no wayin hell I'Il.let some mortician embal.m.myfriend with

<, toxic substances so that he can stay-fresh like some plastic-wrapped piece of meat on the'
'supermarket shelf. Sometimes l-think'oh fuck it doesn't really matter what happens to
my remains when I'm gorina be dead anyhow,' but this kind of thinking makes me feel

., complacent and if I don't wantto go~long,withthe systc;min life, why.would I in death?

--------_ ..

Germany, pr~sl:r\'ed in

\\';lllo:rlogg:c:d peal.

AnimalScavengers

The dead will,on occasion, move. Although such
movement limited to reflex twitches, perhaps
the bending of a finger, or even the flexing of an elbow, it
is not unheard of for a body to make a s~gni:ficant move
ment, like sitting up.

-Joseph Sacco, Morpbine, Ice Cream, Tears:
Tales ofa City Hospital'

-Froman early Seneca

fUneral address

Now we become reconciled

as you start away....

Persevere onward to the

place where the Creator

dwells in peace.

Let not the things of earth

hinder you.

There are numbers of animals that have, when given the chance, par
taken ofhuman meat. Alligators, sharks, fish, and crabs have consumed bod
ies 'they found in rivers or oceans. The corpses of those 'who have died on
land have become food for vermin (insects and rats), domesticated animals
(cats, dogs, and even pigs), and wildlife (leopards, tigers, and bears). Hyenas,
jackals, an-d the other less notorious carrion-eaters have been attracted by the
number ofbodies resulting from mass disasters. "Man's best friend" has made
a meal of his or her master whenconfined with the corpse for any length of
time. Pets have also been 'known to steal part of a body from the casket as
easily as a steak from the grill. The results of an of this ingestion and diges
tion are mutilatedbodies and strewn skeletons, often difficult to identify. The
actions of animals may be a detriment to the work of the forensic anthro
pologist/and a nightmare to the family of a devoured victim, but they oper
ate as natural custodians in the cycle of decay.

v/',\,.1t' ',", • Even under normal con
:~••s,.a body r,nay take ~e~ hours to cool completely. A corpse is supposed
;i~,~~ .but ngor mortis IS dependent on air temperature, cause of death,
~~ditlonand age of the body. Rigor usually begins two to six hours after
i~ starting in the eyelids, neck, and jaw, and spreading through the face,
:~~r~ arms, and Into the chest, abdomen, and legs, It is usually com
"._~thin twelve ~ours ~f de~th, although it can be "broken" by applying

.r;/:::~:~~~:;:S~~:l~::':;:;~:.e;;:::t~::f;~,t:l~~~~:~t~:~:~:~~
g~~"""', 1$ a stiffening' of the muscles that Occurswhen adenosine triphosphate
,c,the energy sQurc.e tha~ allows muscles to contract) ~isappears some

, i;;'j"':" bows after dc:ath. ~he rIgor s?ftens only after the muscle fibers begin
pose. l.tWIll begin more quicklyand last longer in a strong body than

or emaciated one. A~ obe~e person may not develop rigor mortis, but
. may de~elop It rapidly. It will end more quickly in the bodies

:'~,"I;.~1.S a~d c?nvuls~ve p~ople. In the heat, it will begin and end faster, and
It will begin .qulckly and end slowly. Violent exercise or struggle
may hasten Its onset.and a slow death may prevent it from occur-



THE CORPSE AS A COMMODITY USE OF HUMAN CADAVERS IN
. AUTOMOBILE CRASH TESTING

::,::::::::::::::::::::::::::':':'::==-:::::=:~:::=::::::::=:.'"';=:.::::::::::::-::::::=-.:==--:.:.:::.:=;

Agents representing early eighteenth-century surgeons would invite HEARING
condemned Newgate prisoners not already under sentence of dissection to
barter their own corpses for money. Occasionally, prisoners yielded to the SUBCOM:MIrnm ON
temptation: to pay prison expenses, or to purchase the customary decent OVERSIGHT ANl) INYI~STIGATIONS
apparel for their launch into eternity." This source of corpses, however,
was fraught with danger and uncertainty for the anatomists. Riots at
gallows often sought to deny surgeons dissection rights over the dead;
regardless' ofwhether currency had changed hands. So even after what
surgeons may have regarded as a hona-fide transaction, they may neverthe-
less have found themselves empty-handed, with no recourse to law for their
loss, and violently unpopular into the bargain.

The current obsession with keeping everything tidy, not accepting
long grass and leaning tombs, and treating a funeral as a refuse
disposal problem, reflects a deep malaise in society ... Death was
never a tidy thing: it is foolish to try and make it so, and to
compartment it away from life and the living.

An Irish Wake
I had never experienced a wake like this in. my. hOJ)1e

county, Kerry,' and what surprisedme mostof all was
that the people of the house.. who werejnourning the.
loss of a relative. made no.attempt to curb the unruly
behaviour. Ute women of the house, an old lady.andber
daughter-in-law, remained seatednear the fire, chatting
with neighbours. and. relatives, while the .man .Qf the
house made his way.hereand there through-the kitchen,
welcoming new arrivals and bi4ding.,farewell to: .those
who were leaving. None of them seemed to be resentful
of the. misbehaviour; nor did they appear' to take any
notice of it.

The wake. had become much niore lively 'by this time.
There was a good deal. of laughter. Young lads started
to push and crush one' another on the stools. A few of
them· chanced to be seated .on a sack 'of potatoes at the
bottom of the kitchen, and a large potato was thrown at
a man' who had bent down to converse with somebody, .
He wheeled around but couldn't detect the culprit.i'The
potato-throwing then became. general; all and,' sundry
were the targets, so' long as the pelting could be 'done
without detection. The only. light in the. kitchen came
from a single lamp and from the candles beside the
corpse, 89 that those who were intent on mischief had .
semi-darkness in their favour.

French Hearses

.·SERVICE ORDINAIRE.

. .. ~ . . ~

DEUXI£MEctlS$E.··

PREMIERE.C.LASSE.

f-igurel: Funer-:.aryf\t'ticecar. Wire;tnd
paper. MeticnCity.

I·iil.urt- 5- Cudr..t:ttd ,n Soul", O.y
M·;uk.Mt'(koC~ty.

Frulttree planted over body' """ .. ""... ". .
Often in the backcountry of Montana, a hole will be dug and.theb?dy, In a plain pine

'. coffin or perhaps just wrapped in a tie-dyed cloth, will be lowered into the gro~nd. b
Instead ot.etomberone, a fruit tree is planted over the body. ~he roots ~ren9unsh~d Y
-thereturn of that body into the earth from which it was ~ust~lned. And in the years to

", follow, eating the fruit from that tree will be like partaking In that loved one. It touches

on the ritual of the Eucharist. ". " .
".. ..From 'Who Dies?' byStephen Le_v_lll_.e. _

Some deadly points of interest
-Dead bodies will not cause problems once they are buried since the earth acts as a
deodorizer and cleaning agent. Infectious disease shouldn't cause you a problem either,
unless yOU" die of anthrax, hearnoragic fever, cholera, plague (which one is not made
clear), relapsing fever, smallpox-ortyphus. Even if you were to die of one of these bizarre
illnesses, your family could take you home from the hospital as long as they were going
to bury or cremate you immediately. AIDS also creates no problem in burial. Dead bodies
are not evil receptacles of disease. They do not corrupt the land or water because the soil
and the creatures in the soil and in the body itself will.break it down safely and cleanly.
-The idea ofWoodJand burials in Britain really took off after Princess Diana was buried
in the woods. Weird catalyst, but whatever will get people see the alternatives ....
-Sarnhain, the Celtic New Year-onthe 31 51 October, is the time of year when Pagans
celebrate their ancestors and their dead.
-Mernorial Ecosystems has started the Ramsay Creek Preserve in South Carolina. It's in
an old forest and they only allow simple caskets to be buried, they don't allow
embalming, but they do allow small gravestones. They sound kinda corporate and make it
explicit that they are for-profitbut it's a start. 113 Retreat Street, Westm.inster, SC 29693
Email: information @memoria'lecosvstenls.com http://ww\:v..me.morialecqsvstems.co.m/
-Aldous Huxley (author of "Brave New World') sat by his wife Maria at her death, urging
her with hypnotic repetition to 'go towards the light.' His second wife Laura gave Aldous
on his deathbed, at his request, two injections of 100mg of LSD.
-About 200 years ago, Wordsworth, a well-known poet insisted that town cemeteries
were inadequate because they failed to provide the comfort which could be experienced
from wildlife in fields and woods. Another poet at the-same time, Edwards, claimed
cemeteries were spiritually inadequate.
-Coffins made of tropical hardwoods, contribute to the death of tropical rainforests.



The Natura] Death Handbook has directions for making a d.i.y. coffin and Ernest Morgan
in his book about funerals in the United States, 'Dealing Creatively with Death - A
manual of Death Education and Simple Burial,' describes the making of a simple burial

box. Death is the protest of the spirit
against the unwillingness of th~ formed
to accept transformation-s-the protest
against' stagnation.
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Digging a grave '. ' ,~~_.~ ......c:.a.l',.-.:~ ....... :,,~.,... ,

-"6 Feet Under!' is a colloquialism. It's probably best to dig a 4 foot. hole, since this will
allow about J feet between the upper surface of the body, assuming that you will not be !.
using a coffin, and the ground surface. In ordinary cemeteries, a body may be given a 6- j

t. foot deep grave, but another body win be placed on top of it in the·future. Sandy soils are:
, dangerous to dig in to any depth, and rock will obviously limit how far down you can dig.

If you are digging a-grave yourself, you need to be careful and have help. If you are tit .
and enthusiastic, it should take about 3 hours to dig a four-foot deep grave. Try and shore

.~: up the first two feet of the grave so that it is supported when the mourners stand around
. it. You might want to take a bucket to stand on so that you can get out of the grave at the

end of the day. You will also need to make careful measurements of the body and any
receptacle it will be in. You don't need a coffin (even "green coffins" use energy to be

. ,. used in their construction and transportation), the body can be dressed; or naked, or it can
< be wound in a sheetor put in a body bag. To lower the body into the earth, you will need

at least two long ropes, probably more, so that it can be carefully rest.ed at the bottom oft=:: t~e collin '. ..... ".l~l~
~j The Oregon-based novelist Ken Kesey (author of 'One Flew. Over the Cuckoo's Nest')
~~ wrote to his friends about the death in a traffic accident of his 20 year old son Jed: 'It was
~ the toughest thing any of us has ever had to go through, yet is also had and always will

have a decided glory...A homemade ceremony is legally possible. All you need is the
land, the determination and the family.' '
Ken. and his friends built the coffin for Jed themselves' -··clear pine pegged together and
trimlne? with redwood. The handles of thick hemp rope"p.nd the lining of Tibetan brocade
and t;l pillow of (locally hunted) goose down covered in white silk. .
Ken's friend said, "The real value of that coffin was in the doing, in the building of it
ourselves, Not in the coffin, as a thing, but in the act of creating it, as an event. It made us
alifeel better to do this ourselves, to take charge of things as much as we could; not just
the coffin but the burial as well. .. So I would say to anybody who feels that they might
want to give it a try when someone close dies, absolutely yes; build it yourself. Even if
you can't do basic carpentry, you can nail together a kit. If you do have skills, you can
make something that will make you feel good long after it's buried our of sight."
They dug a hole and buried Jed between the chicken house and the pond of) Ken's land.

It also may not be typical for the dying individual to reach for his bedside
telephone merely to be afforded the privilege of hearing a voice. But if it is
not typical, it is not so in large measure because the dying are generally not
capable of such activity-for the great majority of deaths now occur in hos
pitals where the dying individual has long been sedated into unconscious
ness. One 1967 study of approximately two hundred and fifty deaths in
California hospitals, for example, reported that barely a dozen subjects had
been conscious when death took place, and none of these had been engaged
in conversation at the time.' . ..~ :'

}~i;

Women held as
slavesin aSouth American tribe were impregnated so that their captors could
eat their babies. The Barak tribe of Sumatra ate adulterers, traitors, spies,
deserters, and members of attacking war parties. A native missionary in the
Cook Islands in 1879 recorded one of the benefits of war for the participants: Cannibalism

When people were killed, the men tossed the bodies back and the women
fetched and carried them. They chopped the bodies up and divided them..
... When the battle was over, they all returned home together, the women
in front and the men behind. The womenfolk carried the fleshon their backs;
the coconut-leaf baskets were full up and the blood oozed over their backs
and trickled down their legs. It was ahorrible sight to behold. When they
reached their homes the earth ovens were lit at each house and they ate the
slain. Great was their they were eating well that day,"

Didyou"ever think when the h~ar~~ 'goes by,
;.> That some fine day you are going to die?
..';They'll put you in a wooden shirt
·~J:And cover you over with gravel and dirt.
",The worms crawl in, the worms crawl out
..{JThey're in your ears and.out your snout. '
'::".i Boo .hoo, boo hoo, boo hoo hoo hoo.

"';Whenever you' see ahearse go by
You think of the day you're gonna die.
They wrap you up in a bloody sheet
And then they bury you six feet deep.
The worms crawl in, the worms crawl out
Eating your guts and spitting- them our. '



The Hindu rites of death
After death, the relatives place a simple cloth on the person. Each of the relatives comes
nod applies sesame oil to the deceased's head. The body isbathed with the water fr~m

nine kumbhas,"and is placed in the coffin. Each of the grandchildren takes a small-lighted
stick and stands "around the body and sings.

-From 'Death and Dying -A Hindu Point a/View'

Keeping the Body Cool

Tra~itionaIJy whoever is attending to the body will close the eyes - and coins OD the
eyelids can help with this. The chin is propped up with a pillow to keep the mouth closed
(the gums are usually sewed together to keep the mouth closed in the morgue). To
prev~nt seepage from the body, it may be necessary (depending on the risk of infection,
the likely rate of decomposition and. the aesthetics of the situation) to plug the orifices
(rectum, nasal -passag~s, ~hroat.) This can be done with cotton balls using disposable
gloves and some lubrication such as soap or unpetroluemjelly if required. When laying
out the body it is also good to press upon the lower abdomen thus ensurinz that the
bla~der is drained. If you are going to have a doctor certify the death (for: death
certificate), as SOon as they are done, the body can be washed and dressed, as this is
easier in the first six hours or so after death, before the 'body stiffens.
For the Sikhs and Muslims, preparing the body for burial by gently washing the body is
an act of devotion that family members usually insist on.
Mo~i~g the body is easiest done in a body bag that can be made by hand or purchased
separately,



Roop Kanwar with her husband Maal Singh

. The Harl.enl rituals of death have<p'arallels with rhos fh
an~lel~t~n.e.c!·opolis of Egypt. They are in the continuum o~:~~setol~:
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American Indian Rituals for the Dead
THE "NUKIL" AND OTHER

RITUALS FOR THE. DEAD

The nukil, the most elaborate and extensive Cahuilla ritual, was
held annually or biennially during the winter to honor the souls

'of the dead (tewlavil). This week-long ceremony hono~ed all mel~l
berso£ a lineage who had died since the previous nukil ceremony.
It was the last in a series of ceremonies which had as their objec
tive the propitiation and 8isposition of the souls and property of ~

the dead. It was initiatedwhen there was adequate food and other
valuables to provide gifts for the assembled guests, at times. in
volving up to several hundred participants, representing several
sibs of both moieties (as well as other tribes).

The nukil was the culmination of a long series of rituals asso
ciated %!th the dead .• Immediate!y after the death of a lineage
member, a series of rituals began-cremation and funeral activi
ties, followed by.a period of mourning when men and women
refrained from particular activities, women cut their hair, and the
home and possessions of the. dead were burned or otherwise de
stroyed. However, it" was not until after the conclusion of the
nukil that family mourning ended and the souls of the dead
.achieved release from, their earthly environs and entrance into
the land of the dead.

The frequency of the nukil~annually or biennially-was de
termined by the number ofdeaths since the last ceremony, and
whether 'there were sufficient economic resources to provide proper
gifts for all invited guests.

The nukil was a time of intense social and. economic interac
tion, therefore significant ecological functions were accomplished
by its observance. While the week-long rituals were being con
ducted, private exchanges of goods took place, marriages were

arranged, personal disputes and lineage enmities were expressed
and controlled, and competitive games and gambling activities
were held.

Boneset (cross-section)
Eupatorium perfoliatum

Yu ni ~e-~'n.;.ai; ji-bai oke ni

ki-pi-ai; ni mu,s se-cbui

:(Here I am; Spirit Land,

I am corning; must I

~\ I want to stay-home

1and die here. Let me
.;die in the house and do

1not do anything to it; it is

,an old-age hogan. I'm nor

:: dying of anyrhingrhat .you

'~should be scared of; you

should not be scared of

those whodie of old age. pass away?)
~fi~l wo~ds of Frmlk iHitc"heLL, famous

-An old Mohegan Death

Chant, usually su~g along

with a' tobacco offirin~ to

the Spirit ofthe Deceased



Some runencan menan customs tor dealing with grieving reflect fa
miliar traditions from other cultures. Some' ~ituals help people gain clo
sure. For example, the Lurupahko, the Yaqui death anniversary ritual and
fiesta that is held one year after a loved.one's death, doses the formal pe
riod of mourning. This is not ~nlike the Jewish ceremony, often held one
year after a loved one dies, when a gravestone is unveiled.

The Hurons in southern Canada, northern neighbors of the Iroquois,
periodically held a Feast of the Dead. They performed this elaborate cere
mony for all those who had died since the last Feast of the Dead was held.
These major occasions drew together the families of the deceased. The re
mains of their loved ones were ritually buried in a large common grave and
honored once again. ~;~~T.·~
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PLATE 29

When the women who have gathered around the grave confront a pile of
bones instead of the person they-buried five. years earlier, their hopes are
crushed. The joy they anticipated is transformed into grief and pain. They are
forced to realize that although the exhumation can return theremains of the
"deceased to the upper world, it cannot reverse the process ofdecomposition,
which has reduced a person to bones. It cannot bring the' dead back to life.

~I~ro ~~aAa a't~ f.lauQT) yilv 'tQLaVtcUpUAlaxL Q6~a,

Xl 'ttOQa ~Q'ta XL E~yaAa xu~rovta aa3tt~€va.

(Mousaiou-Bouyioukou 1965:71)

. A
.GREEK

EXHUMATION

I placed roses in the black earth.
Just 'now I came and took out rotten quinces.

. When all the bones have been removed from the grave, everyone grows
quiet. Then comments are made about the fragility of human life and the
futility of human strivings: "That's what we should look at. That's all he is-
a pile of bones. Where is all his money?' Where are all his troubles, all his
worries?" At this moment everyone present at the exhumation is confronted
with tangible evidence of human mortality and of the ultimate fate that awaits
us all. . .liiIf.'

When it carne to sewi.ng up the dead person's lips, however, there were no longer
many village women eager to volunteer for the job, and in the end the family
decided.to employ a professional dresser. The same woman would be responsible
for providing the ceremonial bed on which the dead man would lie during the
wake.
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